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1 - SAV5 IS HERE

SONIC ADVENTURE 5 GUESS WHAT ITS BACK THE THIRD OF MY SAV STORYS THERE 5 MORE
TO COME ENJOY.THE STORY BEGINS ABOUT 3 YEARS FROM SAV4.SONIC:Ahhhh Im soooooo
bored i wish Eggman would just try to destory something!!!TAILS:Sonic why do you want that? just be
happy that its peaceful!!!AMY: Yeah.SONIC:But im soooo bored theres nothing to do. exept run but ive
seen all of this world.SHADOW(MY OC WILL BE KNOW AS SHADOW A AND THE OTHER SHADOW
AS SHADOW B): Sonic you know that life is not full of fun. but i do wosh something would happen evil or
not. hmmmmm well i have something but only Tails could understand this.TAILS: What is
it?SHADOW(A): Interdaimetion traval.SONIC: Uhg my head youre already losing me.SHADOW(A): Told
ya. anyway Tails if we can harnes chaos control without the rick on a time paradox we couls traval and
see other daimentions. as you know the only one that can use chaos control is me,Sonic,and shadow.
Amy and you and knuckels cant. now super sonic travialed us to earth. and it was chris's grandfather
that got us back. now if we can just get back to earth to see chris again without killing every daimetion
we can then master interdaimetion traval.TAILS: Agreed but how can we do that?SHADOW(A): By using
a low powered chaos control and studing it. but we need to find shadow. Sonic? you are going to help to.
if all three of us can combine our chaos controls we might find the secret.SONIC:ZZZZZTAILS AND
SHADOW(A): SONIC WAKE UP!!!SONIC: AHHH!!! What? Eggman? oh chaos control got it.SHADOW:
sigh. Anyway Amy you have an important job in this as well.AMY: I do?TAILS: Yes. all of us will be in the
chaos control you need to say out of it and watch for Eggman. if he comes press the red butten and weel
come ok?AMY: Got it.SHADOW: And now the search for shadow begins.TO BE CONTINUED!!!



2 - 2

SHADOW(B): Hmmmm. Just who am I? What is my purpose for living? And who is this Maria? Hmm?
(HIDE OUT IN SHADOWS)

SHADOW(A): Shadow must be around here somewhere. this is where he comes to think.

SONIC: Ok where do we look exactly?

SHADOW(A): Try around there. take Amy with you ill take Tails and look over here.

SONIC,TAILS AMY: OK!!!

SHADOW(B): Oh its that blue hedgehog and his friends. I dont think they are here to cause trouble.

TAILS: Hmm? HEY THERE HE IS I FOUND HIM!!!

SHADOW(B): I let you find me. What do you want?

SHADOW(A): We need your help.

SHADOW(B): My help for what?

SHADOW(A): We are building an interdemention portal using chaos control.

SHADOW(B): And why should I choose to help you?

SHADOW(A): I thought you would say that. ok so heres the deal you help us and I will tell you why you
exist.

SHADOW(B): R...Really? Fine I'll do it.

ALL: YAAAAAAAAAY.

TO BE CONTINUED.



3 - i forgot the name(cry)

SAV5 PART 3-10

SHADOW(A):Ok now that we have shadow we need to build the portal it wont be easy.

TAILS: I agree but the sooner we start building the sooner it gets done.

LATER THE NEXT DAY

TAILS: Me and shadow where up late making the blueprints on the portal lets start building now.

SHADOW(A): WAIT!!! A word of warning. we must be extremely careful while building this because if
one thing goes wrong one of us could be getting a new arm,leg,hand or foot. And maby death. ok now
est get started.

TAILS: Ok me and shadow will build the inside of the portal all of you build the outside and try to be
careful I want to keep both of my tails.

TO BE CONTINUED.



4 - OOPS

SAV5 PART 4-10

SHADOW(A): AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!! DAMNITT SONIC I TOLD YOU TO
BE CAREFUL!!!!

SONIC: WHAT DID I DO?

SHADOW(A): YOU ACCEDENTLY HIT THAT POWER CONDUCTER AND SHORTED OUT THE
SYSTEM ARHHHH DAMN IT HURTS!!

SONIC: Whats wrong?

TAILS: WHAT THE HELL?!!? WHERES YOUR HAND?!?1

SHADOW(A): I ARH TOLD YOU ONE MISTAKE AND THIS COULD HAPPEN!!!

SONIC: I...I...IM sorry bro.

SHADOW(A): T...Thats ok sonic i can biuld a robotic hand.

TAILS: ILL GET ON THAT RIGHT AWAY.

SHADOW(A): Thanks tails.

TO BE CONTINUED



5 - chapter5

SAV5 PART 5-10

SONIC: Man I fell terrible my brother dosent have a hand anymore because of me

AMY: Oh cmon Sonic he said he and Tails can build him a robotic hand.

SONIC: Thats the point. Eggman used to robotasize everyone years ago him getting a robotic hand
reminds of of that time

AMY: Well all that is over its in the past now.

SONIC: I know that its not an easy thing to forget.

SHADFOW(A): Awsome work Tails just like my blueprints!!

TAILS: Thanks now lets get back to work.

TO BE CONTINUED LONGER CHAPTERS WILL START AT CHAPTER 7



6 - EGGMANS PLAN

SAV5 PART 6-10

WHILE OUR HEROES WORK ON THE INTERDAIMENTAL PORTAL EGGMAN IS UP TO
SOMETHING

EGGMAN:Hmmmm how am I going to kill that hedgehog and his friends? If i kill one of them infront of
him he might go balistic like last time and the time before that. Hmmm all I got here is whats left over
from metal Sonic when he was almost destroyed. WAIT i got it. ill make a program so metal sonic can go
super just like sonic. Hee hee hee this plan is gonna work for sure
Hmm now lets see the extrodanary power that sonic has when he goes super would fry the systems of
metal sonic but if i can upgrade his systems they wont fry. E124 ALPHA FRONT AND CENTER!!

E124ALPHA: What is your bidding Master?

EGGMAN: I need your help to build an upgraded system for metal sonic. Your special tool in your arm
will help greatly.

E124ALPHA: Yes sir.

EGGMAN: hmmm i ned to put this here and that there cover that and remove this recalabrate the brain
system and enter metal sonics origanal program. Now he can read sonic mind and know how to harness
the chaos emearalds. E124 ALPHA INSERT THE ADEMANTIUM PLATEING SO METAL SONIC
WONT MELT WHEN HE GOES SUPER!

E124ALPHA:Yes sir! Mission complete sir!

EGGMAN: Good his upgrade is complete. Now e124 go and see what those troublemakers aer doing
and dont let them knoe you are there!!

E124 ALPHA: YES SIR!!

MEANWHILE

SHADOW(A): Ok all we need to do is get the seven chaos emaralds and try this thing out.

TAILS: The x Tornado already has two emeralds.

SHADOW(A): AWSOME



SHADOW(B): I have one I always carry one around with me.

SHADOW(A): PERFECT we already have 3 emeralds we now need 4 emaralds!!

SONIC: Can we take a break we have been at this for 3 days?

SHADOW(A): Oh all right I think we all deserve a break. Come back tommorw and we will fin those
emaralds.

ALL: OK!

E124ALPHA: Must report this to eggman.

EGGMAN: WHAT!!! AN INTERDAIMENAL PORTAL?!?! Oh never mind so they are taking a break untill
tommorw huh? Exelent soon all my troubles will go away.
Mwahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha

TO BE CONTINUED
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